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Dear Maggie, 

tour clear eyes see well, considering tee distance between us: 

After explaining how you feel you said, "I con sea you nodding your 
heed in disgareement..." end that is alr.ost exactly right. 

We do not disgeree at all on hoe things ere, whet they mean. We disagree 
on whet is end for each must be a personal decision, what he does or does not do. 
Lou ere not elore. I em the minority. I look forward by looking backward, and 
I see thet where eeople said there wee nothing could be done, nothing was. In 
each case the reaction that set in was really unopposed where it might have been, 
was more violent that it might have been. Essentially, I suppose our thinking 
differms because of the different cultures ee inherit. I em here net because 
my encPstors knew how to sit end welt, ehich they often did, but because they 
also knew when not to. The engaged in futilities, lice the magnificent bravery 
of the Bar 4ochba band, they were the 4- cabees, and they were the Uhessidim. 
Were you to argue my genes spring from the letter, how could 1  deny it? Yet I 
think I em in the Macabeean tradition, and I - think the fight not only must be 
made when and where it can be but never fails if it is made. 

It surprises me that I am 4ot dimpirited. I am more lonely then I'd 
like to be. Toommeny of us have given up, and too -many of those still doing 
something hove not learned that those who would teach the pope religion must 
themselves pray. I am without doubt that $ad It the facilities, had I bad the 
money or help, there are parlor things I could have accomplished beginning just 
two years ago. These, in turn, coming at that time in particular, coming, et 
le,st, before qiicego, might have Imd ether, predictable and worth-chile consequen-
ces. We bad and did not use many important opportunities. We will again, and I 
will do what I can to be in a position to utilize them, hoping against hope that 
the help may then be forthcoming. Leech of the present situation you accurately 
describe is our own fault, for we hove failed where we need not have. I assume 
my own shore of the responsibility. There are too many things I did not do as 
weal as I could end should have. 

There may indeed be gret changes before the truth becomes known, but 
I regard the truth as not an isolated thing, an academic concept. It is because 
of the lies alone that we can anticipate these evil changes. The purpose of 
establishing, rather achieving acceptance of the truth is to frustrate the 
designs of the liars. If we can not do it entirely :low, we can at least blunt 
it and prepare for wider opeosition to it. If, as you say, we are powerless 
to make env but momentary dents, is it not worthwhile, not essential, to make 
as many of them as we can? Need we be, as you put it, truly efrective on a 
large scale, or is it not necessary, if we cannot be effective on a large scale, 
to accomplish whet we can? 

My concept of the reality is, actually, more barren, more deeperate 
than yours. I see hezerds you do not, understand some things in a way you do 
not, end am preparing to cope with them when they must be as best i then can. 
One of these new problems is sin. I an concerned for his alevival and with his, 
to a large degree, that of the rest of us. I am dismayed eC much, frustrated, 
yet I think I see whet must be done eine that I seek to do, handicapped most of 
all by him, as he does not understand, because ho is his own strange kind of 
est. I get no help from him at all end now seek none. But I still go there 
whenever I can, never able to afford it, each time burdening my strained 
finances more, each time succeddiag. I will, largely, Wald at least part of 
the defense he needs, without his help, and heve, to a fair degree, already. 



Had 1  but a lawyer in New Orleans, there is an enormous amount I could do, could have for the pest year. Belatedly, he sees it yet doesn't lift a finger, say a word. Jim's major survival problem is Jim. .text to that, those he considers his friends, some you also do. Looking beck on it, I still cannot believe I have been able to make the contacts down there that I have, learner whet I did, establish the -"reefs thet I have - end now e have to hide these from him in order to have them for him when he needs them - and this with the agreement 
of one of his aseietants, who se s exactly :shat I do end as I do. Aside from 
the permeatine incompetence, there is an intellectual immorality that I Just eennot adjur,t to. There is no suda thing as the kept word, so there is no dependence end God, what mousing up! on all-levels, in and out of the office. I shudder when I eaticirate the day of reckoning, but I elect face it and, as best I can, prepare for it. We will not be powerless, if we will be less able then ee could have been. It may require of me what some of us will find unwlecomo, but if it does, I will do it. 

I will be out there in a ccpple of weeks. If you'd like to discuss this, with no one but Steve present and in confidence, tlease let him know. Without 
your desire, I will not press it on you. I will also tell you what you may 
want to know of so  me of the things I have learned, but this also must be in 
confidence. By this I mean not any other of us are to be told it, particularly not Jim, who I will tell whatever I know when he need know it and not s)oner. As a matter of feet, i invariply see to it that someone who can inform him has the general outltnes of what I have so that, should he really need it, he can have it. Essentially, my purpose is to keep him from indulging his and the efface instinct ere] capacity for self=destruction. There is no help I can give him that I will not. I plan to 1m there twice more this year, and with 05,000 in debts 
and no income, I think you cur: take this as serious intent, for ' have already 
written my New Orleans book and I must take that tine, in addition, from other 
work. I may wind up with several New Orleans novels, however. It is hsing 
arranged that I can seend two weeks there with another interested in the case 
just before the end of the year and the extra fare required to get me there this ttip has been given me. I'll probably stay, as I did lest time, with tte mother 
of e men who is, incredibly, part of the story, a men who did threaten to kill 
Zim. If not, there is en FBI informant with whom I can camp. Iestayed with 
him several days lest time: ae was a little helpful. I anticipate my only real financial problem will be a car. If I cannot borrow one as I did last time, 
from a men who was witness to my making serious effort to help one on the other side, I Shell have to rent one. Jim-eirillenot-heve one forme. There is, in fact, nn edventnge in poverty. Lasitime I had but four scuare meals, each of them provided. I had milk substitute and vitamins for breakfast and many of the days nothing else but a 19e' hamburger. I lost 15 pounds, might 1  needed much to lose, 
end have melted five more sine returning. I still have weight to lose, but can do it less readily ::oar a refrigerator. I've spent part of each day in recent weeks in physical work that was requires here, taking down trees, breakine up stones, end have enticed a few of the missing muscles to come heck. I will thus also be better preepred lbr the tougher d iy I agree lie ahead. 

If you have anything you think I might not on Theenley, eseald as en agent,. and Liebeler or Ball, I'd appreciate it. I intend to try and address myself to the latter two when I am there and I have special interests in Thornley. I now have much more information olOsweld end his probably connections, iroludine the reconstruction of the obfuscation machine. Very staple, very affective. This is 
one they didn t ccmplicate....I em leaving everything up to wonderful S teve. If 
you want to seeek to me, he will knom where I'll be staying, when I'll be where. I expect to spend two'er three days in San Diego (anything you eant looked into titer there?) with e great guy, George Abbott, whose magnificent father is a friend, my 
artist, end an authentic noble. Looking forward, 	 es. 

with best regards, 
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